Let I be a n n binary image stored in a n n mesh of processors with one pixel per processor. Image I is k-width-connected if, informally, b e t ween any pair of 1-pixels there exists a path of width k (composed of 1-pixels only). We consider the problem of determining the largest integer k such that I is k-width-connected, and present a n optimal O(n) time algorithm for the mesh architecture.
Introduction
Detecting forms of connectivity in binary images is a fundamental problem in image processing 12, 1 4 ] . Because of the relevance of parallel computation to image processing and computer vision, the parallel complexity o f connectivity problems has been studied extensively 2, 3 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 1 1 ] . In this paper we consider k-width-connectivity which is a stronger, more fault-tolerant form of connectivity in binary images. Informally, a n i m a g e i s k-width-connected if between any pair of 1-pixels (i.e., entries of value`1') there exists a path of width k. In 4] , Dehne and Hambrusch present a parallel mesh algorithm that, given an integer k and a binary image I stored in an n n mesh with one pixel per processor, determines the k-width-components of I in O(n) time. The problem of determining the k-width-components has a n umber of applications. One is in image segmentation where an image is partitioned into coherent regions that satisfy certain requirements 12 ]. Another application is the detection of connectivity in VLSI masks where electrical connectivity b e t ween components is maintained by a c hannel whose width is never less than a value 9]. The image might also represent the corridors of a maze, in which case the fact that a and b are in the same k-width-component implies that a robot occupying a k k area is able to move from a to b.
A natural problem that arises is that of, given a binary image I, d etermine the largest integer k so that image I is k-width-connected (i.e., I contains one k-width-component). For the remainder of the paper let k denote this largest k. Determining k has obvious relevance to the applications stated above. For example, if the image represents the corridors of a maze, then k represents the largest side length of a square-shaped robot that can move freely between any t wo p o i n ts in the maze.
The value of k can be determined in O(n log k ) time by using the algorithm presented in 4] and performing a binary search f o r k . In this paper we present an algorithm to determine k in O(n) time. Our algorithm is based on a very di erent approach from the one used in 4]. We generate k in two stages. The rst stage generates a preliminary estimate for k by h a ving every 1-pixel perform \local" computations. This preliminary value represents an upper bound on the value of k . The nal value of k is obtained by generating a weighted graph that models bottlenecks in image I. F or this graph we determine the largest edge weight k 0 such that removing all edges of weight at least k 0 breaks all cycles in the graph. We then show that k 0 equals k .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state some of the necessary de nitions. Section 3 contains the description of the approach used by our algorithm and Section 4 describes its implementation on the mesh. Section 5 concludes.
De nitions and Preliminaries
Throughout, image I is of size n n and is stored in a mesh containing n 2 processors, with every processor containing O(1) registers. We assume that the image is stored in the obvious way i.e., the processor in row i and column j stores the pixel in the same row and column. In cases where it is obvious, we refer to the processor storing pixel x as processor x.
We start by giving the formal de nition of a k-width-connected image.
We assume, w. Figure 1 .
Two 1-pixels a and b are k-width-connected if and only if there exists a path of width k containing both a and b. Image I is k-width-connected if and only if any t wo 1-pixels a and b of I are k-width-connected. Figure 2 shows an image that is 3-width-connected, but not 4-width-connected. The image consists of two 4-width-components: one is formed by the 1-pixels \enclosed" by holes H 1 and H 2 and one is formed by the remaining 1-pixels with seven 1-pixels belonging to both components. Observe that a 1-pixel can belong up to k k-width-components.
To reduce the number of special cases that need to be considered when determining k , w e assume I to be 2-width-connected. Using the algorithm presented in 4], we can determine in O(n) time whether I is 2-widthconnected.
We c haracterize 1-pixels that are hv-or d-adjacent to at least one 0-pixel into contour and corner pixels. A 1-pixel hv-adjacent to exactly one 0-pixel is a 1-contour pixel and a 1-pixel hv-adjacent to exactly two 0-pixels is a 2-contour pixel. Since I is at 2-width-connected, a 1-pixel can be hv-adjacent to at most two 0-pixels and these two 0-pixels cannot be in the same row or column. A 1-pixel x is a 1-corner pixel if x is d-adjacent to exactly one 0-pixel p with the following corner property: x and p are hv-adjacent t o t wo common 1-pixels (both of which are contour pixels). For any 1-pixel x there can be two distinct 0-pixels making x a corner pixel. If x is d-adjacent t o two such 0-pixels, we s a y x is a 2-corner pixel. Note that the two 0-pixels making x a 2-corner pixel cannot be in the same row or column. A 1-pixel can be both a 1-contour pixel and a 1-corner pixel. However, since I is 2-width-connected, it cannot be both a 2-contour and a 1-corner pixel (the combination 1-contour and 2-corner is also not possible). See Figure 2 for an illustration of the di erent t ypes of 1-pixels.
The boundary graph G b = ( V b E b ) is an undirected, planar graph with weights on both the vertices and the edges. For any v ertex x, l e t w(x) be the weight o f v ertex x and for every edge (x y), let w(x y) be its weight. Every contour pixel x corresponds to one vertex in G b , namely contour vertex x, with w(x) = 1. Let x and y be two h v-adjacent c o n tour pixels such the two 0-pixels making x and y contour pixels are also hv-adjacent. Then, G b contains the edge (x y) whose weight equals the size of the largest 1-block that contains both x and y. This 1-block has x and y on its border. A c o n tour vertex is incident to exactly two edges. For a contour vertex hv-adjacent t o a c o r n e r v ertex (and thus hv-adjacent to only one contour vertex), the second edge is formed by the rules described below.
Every 1-corner pixel x induces one vertex x in G b . L e t y and z be the two 1-pixels hv-adjacent to pixel x and which are also hv-adjacent to the 0-pixel 5 making x a corner pixel. The weight o f v ertex x, w(x), equals the size of the largest 1-block that contains pixel x in one of its four corners, but does not contain y nor z. Graph G b contains the edges (y x) and (x z). The weight o f the edge (y x) (resp. (x z)) equals the size of the largest 1-block c o n taining both y and x (resp. x and z). Intuitively, m i n fw(x) w (y x) w (x z)g is the maximum width of a path from 1-pixel y to 1-pixel z via 1-pixel x. Clearly, the image may c o n tain another, wider, path from y to z. When a pixel x is both a 1-contour and a 1-corner pixel it induces two distinct vertices in G b . When pixel x is a 2-corner pixel, x also induces two v ertices in G b , one for each corner. The weights and the adjacent edges are set in a corresponding way. Figure 3 shows the boundary graph induced by the image of Figure 2 . In Figure 3 Let B 1 be the set of 1-pixels corresponding to the exterior boundary of the component in image I and let B 2 B 3 : : : B m be the m ; 1 i n terior boundaries, m 1. The boundary graph G b consists of m connected components, each h a ving the form of a cycle. The two v ertices induced by a pixel that is a 1-contour and a 1-corner pixel (resp. a 2-corner pixel) belong to di erent connected components (since I is 2-width-connected, such 1-pixels are part of two di erent boundaries).
3 Overview of the Algorithm
As stated in the introduction, the value of k is determined in two stages. In the rst stage we determine the boundary graph G b and compute an upper bound on k by using the weights associated with the edges of the boundary graph. Let k be the value generated by the rst stage, k k . In the second stage we u s e t h e v alue of k to set up a hole graph that models the bottlenecks of size at most k ; 1 induced by corner pixels. We determine k by applying a cycle-breaking procedure to the hole graph. Our algorithm makes use of the following two properties.
Property 1 Let x and y be two adjacent contour vertices such that G b contains the edge (x y). Then, k w(x y).
Proof: By de nition of the edges of the boundary graph, the largest 1-block containing both pixel x and pixel y has size w(x y). Assume image I is kwidth-connected with k > w (x y). Then, there must exist two disjoint 1-blocks of size k such that one 1-block h a s x in one of its corners and the other 1-block h a s y in one of its corners. However, this implies that there exists a 1-block of size k containing both x and y. This is not possible and thus the property follows. 2 For any v ertex in G b representing a contour or corner pixel x, w e d e n o t e the two v ertices in G b adjacent t o x (as well as the respective pixels) by a1(x) a n d a2(x). Property 2 Let x be a c ontour vertex adjacent to a corner vertex in G b .
Then, k maxfw(x a1(x)) w (x a2(x))g. 7 Proof: Let x be such a contour vertex. If image I is k -width-connected, then 1-pixel x is contained in at least one 1-block of size k . Since k 2, at least one of a1(x) a n d a2(x) i s i n t h i s 1 -b l o c k of size k . 2 
STAGE 1
The rst stage of our algorithm generates a value k k for which Properties 1 and 2 are satis ed. For the boundary graph of Figure 3 , Stage 1 determines k = 3 (which coincides with the nal answer). Using k, the contour pixels of image I can be partitioned into sets so that between any t wo c o n tour pixels in the same set there exists a path of width k. Assume we h a ve generated such a partition into the minimum number of sets. If this partition consists of only one set, we h a ve k = k . Otherwise, some corner pixels induce bottlenecks that force k < k . Let x be a corner vertex with y = a1(x) and z = a2(x). The path from y to z via x in image I has a width of minfw(x) w (x y) w (x z)g. We next prove a lemma which implies that, after after having computed k to satisfy Properties 1 and 2, only the value of w(x) determines the width of the path going from y to z via x. Lemma 1 Let x be a c orner vertex and let y be a c ontour vertex adjacent to x in G b . If w(x) > w (x y), t h e n k w(x y) < w (x), w h e r e k is the quantity determined i n S t a g e 1 .
Proof: Let t = a1(y) with t 6 = x. Since y is a contour vertex in G b , by Property 2 w e h a ve k maxfw(y x) w (y t)g. I f w(y x) w(y t), then k w(y x) < w (x). We next show that w(y x) < w (y t) is not possible. W.l.o.g let the pixels corresponding to vertices x, y, a n d t be in a common row and let x be to the left of y. Since w(x) > w (x y), there exists a 0-pixel p in the column containing pixel y that is hv-adjacent to a pixel in the 1-block o f s i z e w(x). (If such a 0-pixel p would not exist, we w ould have w(x y) w(x).) See Figure 4 for an illustration. Pixel p limits the size of a 1-block containing y and t and makes it impossible to have w(y t) > w (y x). The lemma follows. 2 
STAGE 2
Let k be the quantity determined in Stage 1. >From Lemma 1 it follows that, if w(x) < k , then the widest path from a1(x) t o a2(x) going via corner pixel x has a width of w(x). We s a y that x induces a bottleneck of size w(x). If the only way t o g o f r o m a1(x) t o a2(x) is via corner pixel x, then this bottleneck c a n n o t b e a voided and we h a ve k w(x) < k . In order to determine which bottlenecks can and which c a n n o t b e a voided, we perform a cycle-breaking procedure on a hole graph induced by i m a g e I and k. W e next de ne this hole graph.
Every boundary in image I induces a hole, with the outer boundary inducing the outer hole and every other boundary inducing an inner hole. Assume we h a ve labeled the holes so that H(y) is the label of the hole containing 0-pixel y. Image I contains m boundaries and thus m holes. The hole graph G h = ( V h E h ) is an undirected, planar, non-simple (i.e., it can contain multiple edges and self-loops), m-vertex graph with costs on the edges. Vertex v i of the hole graph corresponds to the i-th hole. We next describe how the edges of G h are formed. Let x be a corner vertex with w(x) < k . The 1-block of size w(x) that has pixel x in one of its four corners is also called the 1-block associated with pixel x.
Let s be the 0-pixel d-adjacent to corner pixel x. Let t be a 0-pixel hv-or d-adjacent to the border of the 1-block associated with x and which limits the size of this 1-block t o w(x). See Figure 5(a) for an illustration. Pixel t cannot be in the row or column containing 0-pixel s. F urthermore, the following holds. There cannot exist two 0-pixels t 1 and t 2 such that t 1 and t 2 are hv-adjacent to di erent borders of the 1-block associated with x. I f this would happen, there would exist a contour pixel forcing k w(x) i n Stage 1. At this point p i x e l t may n o t y et be uniquely de ned. Consider the sequence formed by the w(x) + 1 pixels adjacent to the side of the 1-block associated with x and containing pixel t, listing as the rst element the pixel in either the same row or column with pixel x. F or the pixel labeled x in Figure 5 (a), we h a ve = 10000. Should contain more than one 0-pixel, we c hoose t to correspond to the rst 0-pixel in sequence. Observe that is of the form f1g f0g + f1g i.e., it contains at least one 0-pixel (by de nition) and it cannot contain a 1-pixel that is to the left as well to the right o f a 0-pixel in . F or example, for w(x) = 4 , = 01101 is impossible. 0-pixel t is always d-adjacent to a corner pixel y so that y belongs either to the 1-block associated with x, o r y is in the same row or column as 0-pixel s. It is possible that there exist two c hoices for pixel y. In this case, select y so that it is closer to the row o r c o l u m n c o n taining pixel x. Observe that we h a ve w(x) = w(y). (w(y) > w (x) is not possible and w(y) < w (x) w ould imply the existence of a contour pixel forcing k w(x) in Stage 1.) When corner pixel y applies the rules described above to itself, y chooses pixels s and x (as its t and y).
Having chosen x s t, a n d y according to these rules, we add to G h the edge (H(s) H (t)) with cost w(x) = w(y). We also say that corner pixels x and y induce the edge (H(s) H (t)) with cost w(x). Figure 5(b) shows the edges for the portion of the image shown in Figure 5(a) . In summary, the hole graph is not necessarily connected, it can contain multiple edges (even with identical costs) and self-loops, and the cost of every edge is less than k. The next lemma characterizes how the edges of G h determine k .
Lemma 2 If the hole graph G h contains no cycles, then k = k. If the hole graph G h contains cycles, let k 0 be t h e l a r gest integer such that when all edges of cost k 0 are r emoved f r om G h , t h e r esulting graph contains no cycle. Then, k = k 0 .
Proof: We rst show that when G h contains no cycles (i.e., G h is a forest), there exists a path of width k between any t wo 1-pixels. We start by proving that between any t wo 1-pixels d-or hv-adjacent to 0-pixels belonging to the same hole there exists a path of width k. The following observation is crucial. Let x be a corner pixel with w(x) < k . Any contour pixel is contained in a 1-block of size k, and thus a1(x) (resp. a2(x)) is in a 1-block of size k. In addition, there exists a 1-block o f s i z e k containing either x and a1(x) o r x and a2(x). This holds, since if neither x and a1(x) n o r x and a2(x) w ere in a 1-block of size k, there would exist a contour pixel not contained in a 1-block of size k. Throughout the proof we assume that x and a1(x) are in a common 1-block of size k.
Assume the edges of every tree of G h are rooted towards a root, where the root is chosen arbitrarily. W e prove the claim by an inductive argument. Let v i be a leaf in a rooted tree and assume v i represents hole H i . Let < v i v j > be the arc incident t o v ertex v i in the rooted tree, with v j representing hole H j . L e t x i and x j be the two corner pixels that induce the edge (v i v j ) i n the hole graph. Since v i is a leaf node, x i is the only corner pixel d-adjacent to a 0-pixel in H i having w(x i ) < k . A path of width k from x i to a2(x i ) containing all the 1-pixels d-or hv-adjacent to hole H i can be constructed as follows. Every contour pixel (resp. corner pixel di erent f r o m x i ) that is hv-adjacent (resp. d-adjacent) to a 0-pixel in H i is in a 1-block of size k. These 1-blocks, together with the 1-block c o n taining a1(x i ) a n d x i form a path of width k from x i to a2(x i ). The claim now follows for hole H i .
Let v i be a non-leaf vertex in a rooted tree and assume the claim holds for every hole corresponding to a vertex in the subtree rooted at v i , excluding v i . Let < v k v i > be an incoming arc for vertex v i and let x k and x i be the two corner pixels inducing edge (v k v i ) i n G h . By induction, there exists a path, say p a t h P, of width k from x k to a2(x k ) that contains all the 1-pixels d-or hv-adjacent to hole H k . P ath P is now u s e d t o s h o w the existence of a path P 0 of width k from x i to a2(x i ). Let B i (resp. B k ) be the 1-block of size w(x i ) (resp. w(x k )) associated with x i (resp. x k ). >From the construction of the hole graph we know w(x i ) = w(x k ). It is possible to have B i = B k , B i overlapping with B k , o r , B i being disjoint, but adjacent t o B k (this case applies to the situation shown in Figure 6 ). Imagine extending path P into a path of width k so that one end of the new path contains x i and a1(x i ) a n d the other end contains a2(x i ). Notice that no extension might be necessary on one end, as is the case in Figure 6 and that x i could be in both extensions. Let P 0 be the so obtained path. Path P 0 contains no 0-pixel. No pixel in B i or B k can be a 0-pixel and the existence of a 0-pixel in P 0 not contained in B i or B k would imply a contour pixel that cannot belong to a 1-block o f size k. Hence, P 0 represents a path of width k from a1(x i ) t o a2(x i ).
Let v j be the parent o f v ertex v i in the rooted tree and let x 0 i and x j be the two corner pixels inducing the edge (v i v j ) in the hole graph. The situation when vertex v i is the root of the tree (i.e., no v j exists) is simplier and is omitted. 1-pixel x 0 i is the only corner pixel d-adjacent t o h o l e H i for which w e h a ve not shown the existence of a path of with k from a1(x 0 i ) to a2(x 0 i ). Using an argument identical to the one used for the leaves, the existence of a path of width k from x 0 i to a2(x 0 i ) c o n taining all 1-pixels dand hv-adjacent to hole H i is shown. The claim then follows.
It is easy to see that the existence of a path of width k between any t wo 1-pixels hv-or d-adjacent to 0-pixels belonging to the same hole implies the existence of a path of width k between any t wo 1-pixels in the image. From Properties 1 and 2 it then follows that k = k .
Assume now that the hole graph G h contains a cycle. Let C be a cycle of length l in G h , l 1. Every edge on cycle C is induced by a unique pair of 1-pixels. Let (v i v j ) be such an edge induced by the corner pixels x i and x j . A n y path from a1(x i ) t o a2(x i ) m ust go through at least one of the bottlenecks inducing the edges of cycle C. In order to allow for such a path and be able to reach all 1-pixels in image I, w e n e e d k to be at least as small as the largest cost associated with an edge on cycle C. I n tuitively, we need to \open" the cycle. This is exactly what happens in the cyclebreaking algorithm in which the generated value k 0 breaks every cycle in the hole graph. The existence of a path of width k 0 in image I follows from the In order to set up the hole graph needed in Stage 2, assume we h a ve l abeled the holes of image I. This can be done in O(n) time using a connected component labeling algorithm 2, 6 ] . Using the weights of the boundary graph, the hole graph is then set up in O(n) time. The remainder of this section describes how to determine the largest value k 0 that breaks all cycles in hole graph G h .
Hole graph G h can contain cycles of length 1 and 2 caused by selfloops and multiple edges. We handle such cycles rst by performing local computations. If vertex v i of G h has a self-loop of cost c, w e reduce k to satisfy k c and delete the self-loop. If there exist two edges between vertices v i and v j , one of cost c 1 and another of cost c 2 , with c 1 c 2 , w e remove the edge with cost c 2 and reduce k to satisfy k maxfc 1 c 2 g.
Assume now that all self-loops and multiple edges have been removed from G h . Let k be the estimate of k after the removal of these edges. Assume further that the updated graph G h contains no edges of cost k. Our cycle-breaking algorithm uses binary search. Assume we are testing whether a given value l breaks the cycles in G h . W e r e m o ve all edges of cost l and check whether the resulting graph is cycle-free (i.e., whether it is a forest). If it contains a cycle, l is an upper bound for k 0 . I f i t c o n tains no cycle, l i s a l o wer bound for k 0 because it could be possible to break the cycles with a larger value. By choosing appropriate values for l each time, we can determine the correct value of k 0 in O(log jV h j) iterations. In order to obtain an e cient parallel algorithm for the mesh architecture, we c o m bine the binary search with a data reduction technique. More precisely, after one iteration we also reduce the size of the graph by at least one half. We next describe how to generate from G h , after one cycle-breaking test, a graph of at most half the size.
Let l be the median among the edge costs of graph G h . Let G h l = (V h l E h l ) be the graph obtained from G h by deleting all edges of cost l.
Case 1: G h l contains a cycle.
In this case the algorithm continues with G h l . Observe that jE h l j j E h j=2.
Case 2: G h l contains no cycles.
Graph G h l consists of a collection of trees, T 1 T 2 : : : T r . L e t G 0 h l = ( V 0 h l E 0 h l ) be the graph used by the next iteration. G 0 h l is generated as follows. We shrink every tree T i to a single vertex u i and let V 0 h l = fu 1 u 2 : : : u r g. F or vertex v in G h , l e t t(v) be the tree containing vertex v. For every edge (v 1 v 2 ) i n G h having edge cost c with c l we include in G 0 h l the edge (u t(v 1 ) u t(v 2 ) ) with a cost of c. After all edges have been added, graph G 0 h l contains self-loops and multiple edges. We remove self-loops and the multiple edges according to the rules stated above (doing so also improves our estimate of k 0 ).
Graph G 0 h l may, h o wever, not satisfy the requirement jE 0 h l j j E h j=2. When G h contains many edges of cost l, g r a p h G 0 h l may c o n tain too many edges. In the extreme case, we c a n h a ve G 0 h l = G h and we need to avoid an in nite loop. We proceed as follows. Assume jE 0 h l j > jE h j=2. Letl be the smallest edge cost in G h withl > l . I f n o s u c hl exists, we h a ve k 0 = l and are done. Otherwise, let G h l be the graph obtained from G h by deleting all edges of cost l . When G h l contains a cycle, k 0 = l and we are done. If G h l contains no cycle, we apply the shriking process described above t o generate graph G 0 h l . W e n o w h a ve a graph satisfying jE 0 h l j j E h j=2 a n d the next iteration uses G 0 h l . Figure 7 illustrates one iteration of the cycle-breaking algorithm. Figure 7(a) shows an initial graph G h , (b) shows G h 3 , (c) shows G 0 h 3 and (d) shows G 0 h 3 after self-loops and multiple edges have been removed. At this point w e h a ve 3 k 0 6. When continuing with G 0 h 3 , w e do not need to consider l = 3 again (even though 3 is the median among the edge weights in G 0 h 3 ). Using l = 4 does not break all cycles and thus the cycle-breaking algorithm returns k 0 = 3 .
Assume every processor i of the n n mesh contains at most one edge (u i u j ) of an at most n 2 -vertex planar graph G. In order to complete the description of our algorithm we n e e d t o s h o w that in O(n) time we c a n determine the connected components of graph G and can determine whether any of these components contains a cycle. We brie y sketch the main idea for an algorithm solving both problems. The algorithm uses a data reduction technique in which, in O(n) time, the problem is reduced from one on at one pixel per processor, the largest k such that I is k-width-connected c an be determined i n O(n) time.
Conclusion
In this paper we considered the problem of determining, for a binary image I stored in a n n mesh of processors, the largest integer k such that I is k-width-connected. We present an optimal O(n) time solution to this problem. By having every pixel (i.e., the respective processor) perform local computations, our algorithm generates rst a preliminary estimate of the result. The nal result is then obtained by generating a graph that models bottlenecks in image I and applying a cycle-breaking algorithm to this graph. 
